
Chapter 12: Compare 
and Contrast

Technology Integration

This technology integration lesson features the following technology.

• SMART Board

• Google Share

• Digital fact tree graphic organizer and Venn diagram

Digital Integration Task

For this digitally integrated instructional strategy to illuminate compare and contrast, divide your students 
into heterogeneous cooperative groups of three. From your curriculum, assign two events, people, or topics 
for students to compare (for example, two presidents, two characters in a novel, or two species of plants). 
Allow students ten minutes to begin research on each topic (they can spend additional time researching 
their topics for homework). Be sure to review how to research online as much as needed. 

Here are six tips. 

1. Use a guiding rubric for online research. Be sure the rubric helps students check for reliable
sources. Share rubrics for students to download so that they may assess their progress before, dur-
ing, and after their work.

2. Use modifiers so students don’t waste time with broad searches (for example, have them search
for General George Washington or President George Washington rather than simply George
Washington).

3. Use fact tree organizers to dig deeper into the topics (see www.edrawsoft.com/template-blank
-tree-chart.php for an example).

4. Eliminate “googleable” responses, or responses they can find simply by doing a Google search.
Show students how to pose open-ended, higher-order questions.

5. Be sure students give credit to sources.

6. Encourage teams to share and share again with peers, in two different teams. Use the guiding
rubric to double-check.

If your students are online research novices, Google provides a free online course for teaching students 
how to research (www.google.com/insidesearch/searcheducation/lessons.html#lessons). Adapt this resource’s 
various levels of online searches to your students, with lessons suitable for novices, intermediate, or advanced 
online researchers.



Show students how to use the information they’ve plotted on their fact trees to create a Venn diagram 
comparing and contrasting the two items. After student teams complete their Venn diagrams, invite one 
team to post its Venn diagram for all to see. After noting what the first team presented and its match to the 
rubric, invite at least two other teams to present. Compare and contrast the presenters’ diagrams so the class 
can collaborate on a final diagram that represents the most complete set of comparisons.

Grade-Level Digital Variations

The following sections provide grade-level variations for incorporating technology into lessons.

 Elementary Level

Prepare students to do online research. Check prior knowledge on opening Microsoft Word, using your 
school’s browser search engine, and accessing URLs. Coach as needed for starting or improving those skills. 
With a student assigned to serve as a recorder at the keyboard, let a second team member scan the pages 
on the screen. Provide each team with a paper copy fact tree organizer so the third team member can write 
down characteristics or facts about the topic. Be sure to demonstrate the procedures and check for under-
standing of roles and responsibilities. Allow ten to fifteen minutes before asking the keyboarder to call up a 
Venn diagram you have shared to all team computers. Again, check for prior knowledge before asking the 
team to rotate roles and input the information from the web organizer to the Venn diagram. Monitor and 
coach with positive feedback. After ten to twenty minutes, or when most teams are finished, invite teams 
to share back to the SMART Board so you can give feedback. 

  Middle Level

After reading each chapter in a novel, send student teams to their computers to which you have shared a 
Venn diagram. Assign students to team roles of keyboard recorder, coach, and reporter. Starting with chapter 
one, invite the teams to compare and contrast two characters with an online fact tree organizer and then the 
Venn diagram. You can vary this activity by keeping the main character consistent for all teams but assigning 
a different supporting character for each team. After your guiding rubric is posted on the SMART Board, 
check the students’ work and give feedback for each chapter of the book. At the novel’s end, ask teams to 
select the most telling characteristics and then present their Venn diagrams to the class for discussion. 

  Secondary Level

After completing a biology or botany unit, ask student teams to construct online Venn diagrams compar-
ing and contrasting two species. Check each Venn diagram for precision, accuracy, and completeness with 
a guiding rubric. As the next step, check prior knowledge of a shareware, which teams can activate on their 
computers. Invite each team to construct a words-and-images (still or video) presentation comparing and 
contrasting the two species. Use the guiding rubric throughout and end with presentations from each team. 

If you want to provide students with deeper insights into the how and why of online research, discuss the 
article “How to Conduct Research Online” (www.elearners.com/education-resources/online-learning/how 
-to-conduct-research-online/). As their takeaway for this approach, students should have a list of “how-to” 
criteria for doing online research and an understanding of which research skills need improvement. Then, 
turn each “how-to” idea into a single statement that will serve as a guiding question for the overall question 
of “How well did I/we       ?” which students can answer with a simple rating scale.


